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We provide innovative IT solutions to business challenges.
The new economy demands faster, more mobile
capabilities, whilst ensuring that every dollar spent has a
return on its investment. Soltius is committed to delivering
IT.
It offers integrated end to end implementation services that
enable organizations to analyze data, generate insights
and ultimately value. Our strength in diverse Business
Intelligence tools together with our experience of delivering
successful BI implementations in several countries and
across multiple industries makes us a reliable and suitable
business intelligence partner, we not only cater to our
client’s existing needs but accommodate the innovations
and emerging trends and re-invigorate their Business
Intelligence initiative, making it more appealing, insightful,
and actionable.

What we Do
SAP Business Objects
Business Intelligence (BI)
platform
Provides flexible systems management
for an enterprise BI standard that allows
administrators to confidently deploy and
standardize their BI implementations on
a proven, scalable, and adaptive serviceTo achieve and sustain your desired goals, it is
important to close the gap between strategy and
execution. Soltius services and solutions help
you in using and implementing methodologies,
software, tools, frameworks and proven practices
that can support a range of initiatives from the most
strategic analytic journeys to focused analytical

oriented architecture.
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Knowledge
Base

implementations.

Quick Facts
► Implementing BI in the MENA region since 1996
► Focused Business Intelligence and EPM competence
► Localization carried out for all GCC countries
► Established itself as Go-To partner for SAP BI
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Visualized Deployment Methodology

Data Sources

ETL (Extract, Transform Load)

Business Intelligence

Dashboard

The Conventional Deployment is a 'Big Bang' approach where the users get to see the end results only after
data warehouse and data marts are ready. This leaves a gap between user expectations and realized system.

Through reverse engineering a customized solution is
provided to the end user where the dashboard is made as per
their requirements. Dashboard prototype is created using a
flat file and only after user acceptance on the prototype the
actual development is started.

Data Sources

Business Intelligence

User

Dashboard

Through Visualized deployment we seek to trigger the thinking mechanism of the business user by supplying
them with a base structure dashboard. This method does not take extensive time and effort to develop. Also,
the changes are made as per user requirement with ease.

Benefits

Single Point of Truth

Less total cost
of ownership

Distribution of
Trustworthy Data

A warehouse to support
future technology

10

YEARS

Integration with Non SAP
Databases, Excel Files
and Other Enterprise
Applications

Quick and timely
report delivery

Standard SAP reports, cubes and analysis
scenarios from SAP and Soltius. 10 years
proven content and KPIs from over 20,000
SAP installations

Industry Experience

Expertise
► SAP Business Objects

Healthcare

Banking

Energy

► SAP Business Warehouse
► SAP BO Data Services
► Mobile BI Deployment
► Information Steward

Pharma

Telecom

Public Sector

► Predictive Analysis
► Data Mining
► HANA

Aviation

FMCG

Retail

► Sybase IQ.
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